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iFarming

™

iFarming™ is a system of
intelligent and innovative
operational management in
livestock husbandry whereby
farmers continually monitor,
check and analyse data
generated by the processes in
the house. So that anticipating
adequately and, where
necessary, taking targeted
action is possible.

Securing operational
management in the agricultural
sector for the future
Fancom is the global leader in the

Fancom’s ambition with iFarming™ is

development of automation systems for

to create a new, global benchmark for

the intensive livestock husbandry sector.

animal welfare in livestock husbandry

Our objective is to create the optimum

systems. To make this ambition a reality

conditions for our customers, both in

we engage in a continual search for

the buildings that house the animals

new, innovative technology that will help

and in their operational management.

create efficient house management, and

We are convinced that the future

enable animal welfare to be measured.

landscape of livestock husbandry will

Consumers consider animal welfare to

be determined by the choices we make

be paramount. The quality of food is not

today. The exploding population rate and

only determined by the safety of the

economic growth will result in a massive

end product, consumers also require

demand for animal proteins. Upscaling

safeguards about the welfare of the

is therefore unavoidable. However, it

animals used to produce food.

should take place in a responsible and
sustainable manner, with the fullest

iFarming™ is Fancom’s solution for future-

attention for transparency, food safety

proof animal husbandry. A solution

and animal welfare.

designed to balance the interests of
the animals and of all the stakeholders.
Animal health and standards of animal
welfare can be improved, emissions
reduced and business profitability will
remain guaranteed. This approach
means we can have true significance for
the farmer, the animals and society!

The livestock sector shows the way!
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What does iFarming™
mean for you?
iFarming™ is not wishful thinking, it is a reality in daily practice.

Fancom’s iFarming™ offers you the tools for efficient daily

Growing numbers of pig producers are reaping the benefits

management of your farm. iFarming™ is supported by our tried

of this intelligent form of operational management. After

and tested systems for climate control, automatic feeding and

all, you are faced by a market that is characterised by more

biometrics. Our data management solutions integrate these

rapid change than ever before. Spiralling costs for feed and

elements so that they create valuable synergy.

energy are placing increasing pressure on your profit margins.
In addition, the market demands demands sustainable and

The following pages describe our systems that are specifically

responsible production methods.

tailored for applications in the pig sector. The separate factors;
an even climate, a sophisticated feeding system and accurate

At the same time farms are increasing in size and are located

observation of animal behaviour will provide you with tangible

on various different sites. However,you still want to be able

and immediate advantages in operational management.

to control the processes in your house on a daily basis. Are

Used as an integrated system, you can benefit from greater

the animals healthy? How much feed and water is being

profitability, healthier animals and a lower impact on the

consumed? Are the animals growing as expected or do I have

environment. You can gradually start working towards an

to change my delivery schedules? All these are elements that

iFarm, while at the same time equipping yourself to answer the

you can influence, provided you have things well under control.

demands of the future for a license to produce.

iFarming makes sure you are in control.
™

And what if different demands are set in the future? Then we
will develop new, suitable solutions together with you. We call
this ‘Forward thinking’. This is a commitment we can make
because of our position as the leaders in our industry. With a
clear vision of your profession, a continual desire to innovate
and a keen eye for new, global market dynamics.

iFarming™ results in the following,
immediate benefits:
• Better control of your operational processes
• Time gains
• Savings on costs for energy and feed
• Improved production
• Food safety guarantees
• Production methods that are kinder for the environment
and for animals
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iFarming and Climate
™

iFarming™ starts by regulating an optimal climate in your
houses, regardless of the outdoor conditions. Your animals
are your living capital and the environment they live in
influences their development. The right climate is beneficial
to the growth and health of your animals and saves you costs
for feed, water and energy.

Thanks to a good climate control system, extreme
weather conditions and sharply fluctuating day and night
temperatures will have no influence on the house climate.
You, however, can exert an influence on a sustainable and
profitable production process.

You are in control, not the conditions.
6
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Climate

NatuFlow

™

NatuFlow ® is a ventilation system specially for control per house or section. Taking
the age of the animals into account, the NatuFlow ®system will automatically create
accurate ventilation, never too much and never too little.

Energy saving

How does it work?

activated, if necessary, to provide even

NatuFlow ® unites the advantages of

The heart of the system is the ATM

more accurate ventilation. In situations

natural ventilation, the so-called chimney

measuring and control unit suspended

with enough natural airflow, the fan is

effect, and mechanical ventilation in a

below the fan module. The patented

deactivated and uses absolutely no

single system. In many situations, natural

linear airflow transmitter continually

energy at all. The graphs clearly illustrate

ventilation is enough to create a good

measures the airflow in the house

that outside influences no longer

house climate. NatuFlow ® only uses only

or section with 99% accuracy. A

influence the ventilation effect, and that

uses additional mechanical ventilation

motor-controlled inlet located between

fluctuations in the climate hardly every

in situations where there are insufficient

the airflow transmitter and the fan is

occur.

EasyFlow

™

EasyFlow ® is specifically for situations

constantly measures the fan’s running

where no measurement and control units

speed. The climate controller then

are used. EasyFlow controls the fan

ensures that the actual fan RPM equals

based on an RPM feedback that

the required RPM.

®

natural air currents. This allows energy
savings of up to 30%, while at the same
time you can profit from an optimal
house climate. If NatuFlow ®is combined
with the energy efficient I-fan, the energy
savings can quickly add to up to 80%.
Results that will reflect positively in your
profits.
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The results
• Saves energy for ventilation
• Lower heating costs
• Accurate airflow measurement
• No draughts in the section
• Healthier animals

9

CentralFlow

™

CentralFlow™ is Fancom’s intelligent

How does it work?

Energy saving

ventilation system especially for houses

With CentralFlow , the air is exhausted

The frequency controller in the

with a central air exhaust duct. Using

by fans in the central duct. Each

CentralFlow™ has an energy saving

a central air exhaust duct offers many

section has a highly accurate ATM meas-

effect. The total energy consumption

advantages:

uring and control unit that continually

is 60% lower compared with a 230 volt

• You determine the emission point of

measures and regulates the amount of

Triac control. The distinctive quality

ventilation in each section. The section

of CentralFlow™ compared with other

with the highest ventilation demand

central control systems is its accurate

determines the speed of the central

airflow measurement and intelligent

• Lower investments costs, as less air

fans. To achieve the right volume of air in

control features. Thanks to the optimal

scrubber and ventilation capacity is

sections with a lower demand, the inlets

position of the control valve, the fans

required. This capacity is calculated

damp the air exhaust in these sections.

always run at the ideal speed, never

the house
• The extracted ventilation air can be
treated using an air scrubber

™

based on the average age of the

too quickly and never too slowly. This

animals.

ensures there is enough fresh air in all
sections at all times while consuming a

CentralFlow therefore helps to reduce

minimum of energy. The CentralFlow™

ammonia emissions, dust and noise

therefore saves you an additional 20%

in order to comply with the demands

on energy.

™

placed by environmental permit
applications.

The results
• Reduces emissions
• 20% extra energy savings
• Minimum heating costs
• Enough fresh air in all the
sections
• Healthier animals
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PowerFlow

™

Fancom’s PowerFlow™ is a ventilation

How does it work?

Natural ventilation saves energy

system developed especially for large

The ventilation gradually changes from

In regions with constant side winds,

sections used to house pigs. It is also

minimum to maximum, without any

using natural ventilation can add up

suitable for group housing systems.

extreme temperature fluctuations or

to considerable energy savings. This

Through a sophisticated play of air

draughts that could otherwise disrupt

system uses the natural wind present

inlet controls, air exhaust, heating

the comfort of the animals.

as much as possible. However, if it

and if required humidity or cooling,

becomes too cold or hot in the house,

PowerFlow™ creates a uniform, stable

In the minimum ventilation range,

PowerFlow™ switches over to mechanical

climate in the entire section. PowerFlow

PowerFlow ensures accurate

ventilation.

banishes cold patches and draughts

ventilation using RPM-controlled fans.

These houses are equipped with air

in the house. The identical climate

If the demand for ventilation increases,

inlets and controllable exhaust fans for

conditions for all the animals in the

PowerFlow™ gradually activates extra

the minimum ventilation. They also have

house result in improved growth and

fans to remove the heat produced by

curtain control on both sides of the

higher uniformity.

the animals. The gentle transition avoids

house for natural ventilation.

™

™

any disturbances in the airflow pattern.
A tunnel inlet can be activated if an extra
cooling effect is required.
This causes the so-called ‘wind chill

The results
• A healthy climate in large
sections
• Identical conditions throughout
the house

effect’ where air flows as a cooling
breeze over the animals at great speed.
Infinitely variable cooling or heating
systems can be perfectly integrated into
the PowerFlow™ system.

• Improved growth
• High uniformity
• Energy efficient

12
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Climate equipment
Automatically the best conditions

The specially developed climate

for growth

computers automatically create the

A climate system from Fancom is char-

optimal conditions in every house. There

acterised by the extremely high accuracy

are various versions available:

of its airflow measurement. Due to this

• The Basic line for the most simple

feature, ventilation is based the actual

form of climate control based on RPM

demand and not based on theoretical

feedback

values. Extreme weather conditions
and sharply fluctuating day and night
temperatures do not influence the
house climate. No warm air is extracted
unnecessarily, so heating costs can
be kept low. Strong wind influences

• The FC controllers for more advanced
climate control at section level
• The F17 especially for large sections
for pigs
• The F21 central computer to control a
maximum of 24 sections

on the air inlets or exhaust ducts are

Reliable equipment
completes the system

What distinguishes our controllers from

All components of the Fancom climate

This allows us to create the optimal

is always stable minimum ventilation. The

all the other climate computers is a

installation are selected for outstanding

conditions in every house. All Fancom

result is a constant flow of air without

number of unique control options:

quality and functionality. They are the

equipment is iFarm-proof. Developments

• Accurate ventilation based on the

beating heart of your company and will

and innovations in the future can be

actual number of animals present,

never let you down. We supply energy

seamlessly integrated into your existing

animal weight and the actually

efficient fans, air inlets, tunnel inlets,

equipment. We call this ‘ Forward

measured airflow

winch motors, chimney systems, and

thinking’.

automatically corrected to ensure there

any draughts and with always the right
air quality for humans and animals.

• Savings on energy costs thanks to the

efficient cooling and heating systems.

Optisec™control, which automatically
harmonises heating and ventilation.
• Early signalling of abnormalities in feed
and water dosing using registration
inputs in the climate controller

14
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Fancom is my partner for the future.
Fancom looks ahead and constantly works
on developing new technology designed to
improve the processes in my houses. This
helps me boost the efficiency on my farm
and safeguard the welfare of my animals.

16
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iFarming and
feed automation
™

The second crucial pillar within the iFarming™ concept is
an efficient feeding system. Feed costs are an important
cost item for your company. No wonder that you want to
keep these costs in check in a smart way.

Fancom feeding systems help you accurately manage
the rations and keep feed costs under control.
As each house is different, there are various solutions
within iFarming™, both for dry feeding and liquid feeding.

18
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Feeding

Dry feeding

Convenience and time saving

An automated feeding process offers

Extensive signal functions safeguard

many practical advantages. You can rely

the feeding process and warn in time of

on your animals being given the right

situations where preventive action may

dose of feed automatically. To optimise

be needed. Fancom offers two different

the results, you can adapt the ration

dry feeding systems: EasyFeed™ and

composition to suit the animals’ needs.

MultiPhase™ dry feeding.

The results
• Extensive alerts
• Flexible application
• Add your own ingredients to the feed
• Save on feed costs
• Uniform animal growth

20
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EasyFeed
basic dry feeding system

MultiPhase

EasyFeed™ is a simple feeding system

The MultiPhase™ dry feeding system

Your animals will grow better and are

The F71 can control several circuits or

for volume dosing at house level.

feeds the right portion in the right

less susceptible to diseases because

augers simultaneously. Greater numbers

No feed weighing is used and all the

composition per feeding place. The feed

the feed rate precisely follows the

of animals can therefore be fed in less

animals are given the same type of feed.

composition can change daily in order to

growth and mix curve. Other advantages

time. The clear feed data registration

EasyFeed™ is flexible in application and

meet the precise needs of the animals.

are the possibility to add farm-grown

makes it easy to calculate precise

can be used to feed individual animals,

The transition between the different

ingredients or by-products, and other

index figures, compare data and make

such as sows, using dispensers for

feeds is very gradual to avoid any

additives or micro elements. In other

informed decisions. iFarming™ gives you

restricted feeding, or in ad-lib systems

problems the animals may have adapting

words: you will always feed your animals

complete control.

where groups of rearers or finishers are

to their new feed.

the right blend with the right nutritional

™

™

dry feeding system for multiphase feeding

fed with dry or liquid feed in feeders.

value. And, as an added bonus, you save

A registration feature gives you daily

on feed costs.

insight into the feed intake in the house
or section.
22
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Making
your own
compound feed
Having your own compound feed
plant on the farm can be an interesting
addition to your dry feed installation.

• You can add cereals and other crops
to your feed.
• Adapting the feed composition to suit

Fancom has developed the 773 dosing

the age or condition of your animals is

in computer especially to control on-farm

easy.

compound feed plants.

• This allows you to keep feed costs
under control.
Being in charge of every aspect of
management leads to better results.

Relible equipment
completes the system
Fancom supplies complete installations,

These are the pivotal components of

including all type of equipment and

your installation, where absolute relia-

professional support. All components

bility is essential. We supply complete

of the Fancom dry feeding installation

systems with dry feed weighers, valves,

are selected for quality, reliability and

tap points, dispensers, feed circuits,

functionality.

actuator units, filling hoppers, augers
and silos.
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Liquid
feeding
A suitable system
for every house
Fancom has two different liquid feeding

The flexible configuration of our liquid

systems: the basic FullFix™ system and

feeding systems allows customised

the SmartFix system for waste-free

automated solutions. Extending the

feeding. Our liquid feeding systems

system is always possible at a later

control the entire feeding process from

stage.

™

storage and preparation right up to
dosing out the feed in the troughs.

Liquid feeding has many advantages;
• Intake of liquid feed by your animals is better
• You benefit from optimal feed conversion rates
• You can incorporate by-products into the liquid feed
• You can incorporate home-grown raw materials
into the feed
• You can lower your feed costs

26
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SmartFix
liquid feed system for waste-free feeding

FullFix

™

™

basic liquid feed system
FullFix™ is Fancom’s basic liquid feeding

SmartFix™ is Fancom’s liquid feeding

This improves hygiene and reduces the

The SmartFix™ liquid feed system can

system. The dose can be accurately set

The results

system for waste-free feeding. The main

risk of bacteria or moulds in the feed and

easily dispense various types of feed in

per feed valve to suit the needs of the

• Perfectly controllable feed

characteristic of SmartFix™ is that the

fermentation. Your animals will always

succession. The system does, however,

animals. FullFix can distribute several

process

circuit is filled with a positioning liquid in

be presented with fresh, appetising feed.

require a positioning tank in the feed

feed types and large amounts of feed

• Continuous measurement

between feeding cycles. This ensures

SmartFix™ is therefore ideal for sows and

kitchen.

in a short space of time. This makes

• Maximises growth potential of

that no feed is left behind in the circuits.

piglets.

™

the system highly suitable for houses

the animals

with finishers, and large farms with long

• Always fresh feed in the trough

distances between the feed kitchen and

• Up-to-date stock management

the troughs.

• Unlimited possibilities, no matter
what the size of the farm

28
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Process management

Flexible control options

The F78 liquid feed computer is a

The F78 regulates the complete

Dosing out is done according to a set

perfect mix of ease of use, reliability and

processes of the FullFix and SmartFix™

feed curve, using the right amount of

flexibility. It is the pivotal component of

liquid feeding systems. From dosing in

feed in the correct composition and

your installation. And the tool that allows

the ingredients and mixing right up to

dosing this at the designated feeding

you perfect control of the entire feeding

dosing out.

places. The F78 also registers all

process from silo to trough.

™

consumption per ingredient and per
blend.

The F78 liquid feed system has a whole

Need for Feed™

Small and large farms

range of control options so that you

The system continually measures the

Fancom systems offer unlimited

can accurately adapt the feed process

rate at which feed is consumed. If

possibilities - for small and large farms.

to suit your wishes and needs. Many

the pigs eat faster than average, they

For large farms, we construct large liquid

special applications, such as preparing

obviously need more feed. At the next

feeding installations with several control

preblends/feed blends, adding additives

feeding cycle, their need is met by

computers. All these computers share

and shuttling (a system that uses various

supplying more feed. If they eat slower

their data with the main computer. The

smaller weighers) are included as

than average, less feed is given at the

most important advantage of this is that

standard functions. The F78 also offers

next feeding cycle. This system allows

stock inventory management is always

a number of unique control possibilities.

the maximum potential of animal growth

up-to-date.

to be reached, while at the same time
avoiding feed wasting and spoiling in the
trough.
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Reliable equipment
completes the system
All components of the fancom liquid
feed installation are selected for quality
and functionality. These are the pivotal
components of your installation, where
absolute reliability is essential. We
supply stainless steel and polyester
weighers, liquid feed valves, positive
displacement pumps, centrifugal pumps,
butterfly valves and ball valves.
32
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My highest costs are for feed and I want to deal with that in the best way I can.
I can accurately optimise the amount and feed composition to suit my animals’ needs.
This really saves time and helps me keep control of the cost price of feed and
the production results. And my animals grow in good health.

34
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iFarming and biometrics
™

Fancom has developed a series of accurate and
reliable biometric systems that observe and inspect
animal behaviour and the production process.
These biometric systems constitute the third, vital
pillar that supports iFarming™

36
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Biometrics

BioSelect
Do you ever wonder if your finishers are

BioSelect selection station for

growing enough? And can you predict

large groups of finishers

the end weight early in the cycle?

BioSelect is a weighing & sorting station

As a producer you can enjoy permanent

Or would you rather be surprised at

for finishers housed in groups. It is also

insight into the daily growth, uniformity,

the end?

used for weight-based selection of pigs

number of weighings and the average

Fancom offers two weighing systems for

at delivery. BioSelect plays a major role

weight of all the animals present.

finishers. Weighing is entirely automatic,

in the management of groups of 300 -

The finishers are automatically selected

requires no extra labour and is stress-

400 pigs. A section used to house

for the correct delivery weight.

free for the animals.

a large group of finishers is usually

The result is less stress, labour savings

divided into a resting zone and two

and, thanks to the greater uniformity, a

eating zones where two types of feed

higher price for the finishers.

are given. Every day, the freely-roaming
pigs pass the BioSelect an average of
3-6 times in order to reach the feed
trough. As it passes the unit,
the BioSelect accurately determines
the weight of the animal and opens one
of the two exits. Depending on
the weight, the animal will be given
the right type of feed and can return to
the resting area via the return gates.

The results
• Automatic weighing and selection
• Continuous insight into growth
• High uniformity of the animals
supplied
• Feed and growth control of
individual animals
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biometrics

eYeScan
Permanent stress free weighing
in small pens
Fancom’s growth monitor ‘eYeScan’

eYeScan allows the behaviour of a group

works using camera technology and is

of finishers to be followed from day to

intended for finishers kept in small pens.

day. Graphs and tables clearly illustrate

eYeScan consists of a computer with a

the increasing line in the average growth

special image processing module and

of the animals. This approach enables

maximum 8 cameras. Each image scan is

the delivery weight to be predicted with

automatically filtered by digital process-

greater accuracy, so that you get better

ing and compared to an arithmetic model

payments.

for highly reliable results.
There are also simple calibration
possibilities which can be used to
correct specific breed traits.
The weight is calibrated with

The results

a maximum deviation of 3%.

• Stress-free weighing
• Continuous insight into growth
• Accurate determination of the delivery weight
• Labour saving
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As far as I am concerned there is only one way
to assess animal welfare, and that is observing
the signals given by the animals themselves.
That’s why I use systems that allow me to react
adequately and immediately to any anomalies and
limit production losses during the cycle

42
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Data manage ment
The automated climate, feed and biometric processes in
your house form a valuable, almost indispensable source
of information about the conditions the animals are living
in, their individual behaviour and the feed and water
consumption.
The unifying link with iFarming™ is our management
software. This software automatically gathers, processes
and presents the information in clear tables and easy to
read graphs. The result is a wealth of management data
that allows you to steer towards improvements based on
facts and figures. Registration is learning!

44
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Data Management

Profit from the ease
of a perfect overview

FarmManager

™

FarmManager™ software links you to

The result is a perfect overview of your

your houses 24 hours a day. You can

company and insight into production

check on the situation in the house,

costs and the technical performance of

no matter where you are in the world.

your animals. The system periodically

FarmManager combines the data from

generates e-mail reports containing the

your process computers in the house

most important information from your

and presents the information in clear

control computers. This keeps you, or

overviews, graphs and tables. Any

your advisor, up to date on the current

alarms can be sent to your PC, tablet

state of affairs, no matter where you are.

™

or smartphone. And, if necessary, you
can adjust the settings in the control

FarmManager™ is a vital tool in your daily

computers remotely to improve the

operational management, and helps you

processes in the house. This means you

take crucial management decisions.

can do more in less time.

Always in control thanks to iFarming™!

The results
• Remote control
• Handy overviews and graphs
• Sound daily management
• Time saving

46
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Production Management

Compare and analyse
to improve the process

FarmManager
™
for Finishers
FarmManager for Finishers™ is a

FarmManager for Finishers™ automati-

The system generates useful overviews

special, additional component in the

cally combines that latest data from the

and pen charts, configured to suit

FarmManager program. It registers

climate, feed and weighing computers

the levels of various users: service

and clearly shows the most important

in the house, so that you can monitor

managers, production managers, farm

performance indicators in the house,

production daily and compare and

managers, planners in feed plants and

such as growth, feed and water

benchmark the results. You can compare

slaughterhouses etc.

consumption and activity.

the latest information from your houses
with the standard index figures, with the
farm average, the group average or with
data from previous production cycles.
This prevents any hasty decisions.

The results
• A clear dashboard for production management
• Permanent insight into the production process
• Abnormalities in the production process are visible
at a glance
• Insight into current animal welfare
• E xtensive analysis and benchmarking features
• Automatic data collection saves time and is more accurate

iFarming™ gives you complete control.
48
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I used to be just a farmer, now I’m an agrarian entrepreneur.
From behind my PC I can see at a glance what is going on
in my houses, even when I am not actually present.
That helps me with all my important management decisions.

50
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Fancom services

Partnership
Our involvement is not limited to

Fancom is also synonymous with optimal

devising the most appropriate solution

project supervision and guidance.

for your operational management.

Depending on the individual situation,

Choosing an automated system from

this advice can take the form of logistic

Fancom means choosing a long-term

planning, advice during installation

commitment. An enduring partnership

(supervision) right up to commissioning

with the aim of taking your operational

the installation and training the

management to the next level.

operators.

We advise you about the installation that

Even when your installation is up and

is customised to suit your farm and your

running, Fancom can be contacted for

specific wishes and needs.

consultancy services and customised

For instance, our control computers can

advice. We supply extensive farm

be incorporated into a clear operating

reports based on data generated by the

panel. You will be sent a detailed report

integrated Fancom systems and advise

describing the complete installation and

you on the optimal use of peripheral

all its component parts. Comprehensive

equipment and control computers.

situation sketches describe the

Our network of specialised Fancom

functioning of your installation and give

distributors worldwide means you

a clear impression of what it will look

can always rely on professional, local

like. This extensive report is free of

support.

obligation. You can make your own,
carefully considered decisions in your

We actively contribute to improving

own time. After all, choosing iFarming™

your business processes, optimising

is something you only do once.

your profitability and answering the challenges presented by animal welfare and
sustainability so that you can continue
to comply with the requirements for a
license to produce.
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iFarming all over
the World
™

Fancom
Firmly rooted in intensive
livestock husbandry
Fancom knows the intensive livestock

We are convinced that we should take

husbandry sector inside out. We have

our responsibility today to secure

been based since 1977 at the heart of

the future of animal husbandry for

a region with the highest concentration

tomorrow. iFarming™ has a crucial

of pigs and poultry in the Netherlands:

role to play in this respect. Utilising

Panningen, in Limburg. Our company

new technology and knowledge

is part of the American enterprise CTB

unites social and economic aspects

Incorporated.

and creates solutions for the animal
husbandry sector of the future. A

We innovate and automate processes

future that balances the interests of

in the intensive livestock husbandry

producers, consumers and society in

sector. We collaborate intensively with

general.

renowned universities and research
institutes on new developments.
Producers active in livestock
husbandry can benefit from our years
of experience in this domain.
The solutions we offer are not just
valued and appreciated regionally, but
on a global scale. We export to more
than 50 countries worldwide. Our
ambition is unparalleled and reflected
in our strong growth.
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Fancom B.V.

www.fancom.com
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Industrieterrein 34

P.O. Box 7131

T (31) 077 - 306 96 00

5981 NK Panningen

5980 AC Panningen

F (31) 077 - 306 96 01

The Netherlands

The Netherlands

fancom@fancom.com

Climate
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www.fancom.com
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